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Introducing the NLSS Gateway
The Integrated Solution

Next Level’s browser-based products combine the ingenuity of cloud computing with the sophistication of 
integrated security systems.  With no software to install, Next Level’s products work on most Web-enabled devices 
and are accessible from anywhere around the world.

The integrated, networked approach to security offers an unprecedented level of insight into potential risks as 
well as operational functions. When the data from these once separate devices is combined, the result is enhanced 
situational awareness.

A world of security in one package
The NLSS Gateway is a completely unique IP security solution. It combines video management, access control, 
video analytics and more onto a single networked platform that can be accessed from anywhere through a common 
Web browser. Data from these subsystems is automatically correlated into a sophisticated event management system, 
providing users with a comprehensive view of security operations. Events from all areas of the system including video, 
access, system health and more can be linked to specific actions such as email notifications.  Because there is no software 
to install, the NLSS Gateway is a true browser-based solution that can be accessed from any Web-enabled device. 

Experience a new level of sophistication at an affordable price. The NLSS Gateway supports multiple streams of 
digital video in various resolutions and formats, and access control panels and readers from one door to hundreds. It 
includes a range of intelligent video analytics and forensic analytic capabilities at no additional cost and operates on an 
intuitive browser-based interface similar to those found in today’s consumer products. Despite its advanced feature set, 
the NLSS Gateway is delivered in a compact form factor at an unexpectedly affordable price with no licensing fees.

The NLSS Gateway is available in three models depending on installation requirements: The NLSS Gateway Micro, 
NLSS Gateway 3000 and the NLSS Gateway 5000. Please consult your local sales representative to determine which 
model is right for you.

NLSS Gateway 5000



NLSS Gateway 3000

The NLSS Gateway includes ten built-in video analytics at no additional 
cost including: activity, direction, dwell time, face capture, line crossing, 
people count, people count directional, perimeter, object moved, object 
taken.   Forensic analytics is also included for previously recorded video.  

NLSS Gateway Micro

NLSS Gateway 5000

Gateway  Functionality 

Expect  more  out  of  the  box

The core of the NLSS Gateway is its fully integrated video management system, 
which is networked from the ground-up with all system components to offer a 
comprehensive view of a facility’s security operations.  

Video 
Management

Video 
Analytics

With a Next Level Remote Management Services   subscription, 
single or multiple NLSS Gateways can be accessed, configured 
and monitored from a single Web portal.  Critical data and system 
configurations are securely backed up to remote servers.

Remote 
Management

Mounting Options

Standing Mount
Gateway Micro

Wall Mount Gateway Micro

Rack Mount Gateway 5000

Rack Mount Gateway 3000
Back-of-Monitor Mount

Gateway Micro
Wall Mount 

Gateway 3000

Video and access control work in conjunction to identify 
and alert against potentially harmful activity including 
break-ins, forced entries and tailgating.  

Intrusion

Events are streamlined into a comprehensive event management system.  This 
advanced system includes grooming queues, status management and a range of 
search filters.  Events can be linked to specific actions such as an email or PTZ 
motion for automatic event response.

Event 
Management

Event Log, Shunt Queue, Lock 
Queue, Emergency Queue

Interactive floor plans are easy to build.  Simply drag and drop cameras, doors, 
monitors, and other hardware for a comprehensive overview

Click on analytic alerts to view corresponding video

Events pop up on floor plan to quickly locate areas of activity

Overlay trip lines or boxes onto video screens to 
identify sensitive areas Ten built-in analytic metrics and 

forensic analytics; integrated at 
no additional cost

Lock or unlock doors remotely 
through a Web browser
Full duplex audio

Compare face-capture images with cardholder 
database to verify access events

Track cardholders with detailed event lists
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Associated video, images & 
realtime view of event scene3

Click on alert for detailed event information 3
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Event information & actions4
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Notes & note history5

Export CSV file or print log6

Click on event to view more 
information
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Sort by event date, time, source, 
severity or type
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2-way audio with camera15

Joystick & PTZ control10

I/O Connection Support11

Filmstrip view - updates every 
30 seconds
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Event type icons on timeline13

Event Detail14

PTZ control & presets1

Digital PTZ2

Video Analytics3

Live & recorded video controls4

Bookmark5

Export single frame6

Camera Activity Status7

Stream Management8

Events & Reports915
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The NLSS Gateway integrates sophisticated access 
control and cardholder database functionality into the  

interface.
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Securing Vulnerable Access Points
Facilities are most vulnerable at their access points. 
The NLSS Gateway secures these weak spots with 
combined video, access control and analytics. In the 
same browser, users can read event information from a 
door, view corresponding camera footage and talk to the 
intruder through local audio enabled cameras. IP door 
locks send alerts to security operators when doors have 
been tampered with or forced open. People counting, face 
capture and other built-in video analytics are useful tools 
for determining fraudulent activity.

Improve Operations
Integrated, networked 
security systems not only 
enhance safety, they also 
ensure best practices are 
followed to increase business efficiency. 
Reports generated from events offer endless insight into how a business runs.  

Determine conversion rates or staffing levels with the help of video analytics tools 
such as people counting.  Ensure employee compliance with business policies, such 
as appropriate time card procedures, with integrated access control and surveillance 
footage alerts.

A Comprehensive View of Security Operations 
The NLSS Gateway offers more than just a peak inside your security program; it provides a comprehensive picture of your risk profile, 
vulnerabilities and security devices.  Information is correlated from video surveillance, access control, intrusion alerts and video analytics 
to give users a thorough analysis of security and business operations.

Cloud-Based Security 
The NLSS Gateway interface works in any Web browser, giving users the ability to access their information from any computer, tablet or 
smartphone.  With no software to install, the NLSS Gateway offers a true cloud-based security solution.  

Standards-Based 
With the NLSS Gateway, there are no limitations. Its open platform incorporates specifications from PSIA and ONVIF that enable users to 
choose from a complete range of industry-leading IP security devices, such as cameras or encoders and door locks, that best fit specific 
needs. 

Auto-Discovery and Configuration 
System installation is made easy with built-in tools such as auto-discovery and configuration.  The NLSS Gateway will automatically 
locate and configure surveillance cameras and other edge devices that support self-discovery protocols, reducing the need for complex 
networking and training. 

Video View Optimization (Transcoding) 
The NLSS Gateway optimizes video to best fit the user’s viewing device based on the bandwidth available.

Scalable 
The NLSS Gateway easily scales to fit the growing needs of your business.  System configuration back-up automatically duplicates 
settings for easier scalability or faster replacement, avoiding costly downtimes.

Legacy Systems 
The NLSS Gateway integrates with legacy access control and video surveillance systems.

Affordable Solutions 
The NLSS Gateway’s rich functionality is available at an all inclusive price that is installed at once and operates over a single user 
interface. In addition, it requires no licensing fees or proprietary cabling because it operates over existing network infrastructures.

Low Energy Consumption 
The NLSS Gateway replaces large, high-energy consumption servers and racks.  By contrast, NLSS Gateways take up 
very little physical space and consume extremely low levels of power.  The NLSS Gateway Micro meets the EuP standard.
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Faster Response
The NLSS Gateway’s automatic action response 
is customizeable and easy to set up.  Link events 
such as break-ins with an automatic action such 
as email or SMS notification.  Use the advanced 
forensic analytics for quick investigation on 
recorded video.  In a matter of second, a forensic 
analytic metric can locate a single motion event in 
hours of recorded video.  

The NLSS Gateway provides intriguing solutions for businesses of all types and sizes. When the components of a 
complete security system work together, the result is optimized business operations, enhanced situational awareness 
and faster response times. 

Centralized Management 
Companies with multiple sites and facilities require mobility from their security systems. 
The NLSS Gateway makes day-to-day tasks efficient and more secure. 
Unmanned deliveries, for example, are a possibility. Security operators can view the 
camera footage from the loading dock, talk to the delivery person through an audio 
enabled camera, unlock the door to let the delivery person in and lock the door once 
the delivery is complete.

Value Added Services
With the NLSS Gateway, service providers have an opportunity to offer value added service to their customers.  A Next Level Remote 
Management Services (RMS) subscription enables users to monitor, access and configure all features of their system from anywhere 
and at anytime.  Whether managing several sites from a single location or investigating an incident from a satellite office, the Remote 
Management package offers the benefits of mobility with an intuitive browser-based interface.  

• Remote access to live and recorded video
• Access data and interface with IP-security devices
• Full duplex audio
• Remote software updates
• Mobile device support
• Automatic database configuration backup and replication
• Unlimited live viewing
• No single point of failure
• Advanced hardware replacement

Remote Management
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Next Level Security Systems is a physical security company focused on 
developing a new breed of networked security solutions. Next Level’s 
products combine the performance, sophistication and functionality of 
enterprise-class security systems into a compact, unified and affordable 
solution.

Led by a team of seasoned security executives and world-class engineers, 
Next Level was built around the core belief that exceptional performance 
and advanced technology should be both easy to use and affordable. The 
Next Level team’s mission is to develop advanced yet intuitive hardware 
and software products that set new standards in performance vs. cost.

For additional information, visit www.nlss.com.

Corporate Headquarters: 
6353 Corte Del Abeto 
Suite 102 
Carlsbad, CA   92011 
PHONE: +1 (760) 444-1410

Email Contacts: 
General Info: info@nlss.com 
Sales:  sales@nlss.com 
Partners: bizdev@nlss.com 
Employment: careers@nlss.com

www.nlss.com

NEXT LEVEL Security Systems
A New World of Networked Security


